I. INTRODUCTION

E
VIDENCES for large complex systems (LCS) widely stand in practical applications. For instance, human brain-body systems, autonomous machine (such as machine-tool, grinder, vehicle, digger, transporter, loader, reactor, distillation-column, kiln, cracking furnace, especially robot) systems, man-machine combined (such as human-car driving) systems, autonomous urban traffic systems, autonomous production (manufacturing/industrial process) systems, and other diverse autonomous human/machine mixed systems. In fact, one of the most characteristic classes of LCS refers to either humans or engineering realizations of humans, or the systems in which humans or their engineering realizations Manuscript received June 10, 1998 ; revised July 27, 2001 . This paper was recommended by Associate Editor C. C. White, III.
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are integrated as irreplaceable components. Significant trends emerging in systems and control in the last three decades [1] - [4] have represented some characteristics of such LCS to an extent. Because of the unconventional nature, LCS require new conceptualism and methodology [5] - [7] . Works that are closely relevant to LCS can be grouped into three topics, i.e., architecture, hybrid dynamics over continuous variates and discrete events, and performance learning.
Architecture involves synergic integration of a system. Literature [8] proposed an architecture for autonomous machines. It consists of three levels of top-down task decomposition, i.e., organization, coordination and execution. In terms of Jayes maximum entropy principle and the definition of knowledge rate, an analytical formulation was developed for the principle of overall structuring of levels in the architecture, i.e., increasing precision with decreasing intelligence [9] . More inspiring is that translation grammars [10] , [11] and Petri net transducers [12] , [13] were introduced for the modeling of levels, especially the coordination level in the architecture.
Literature [14] , [15] proposed a reference architecture for a variety of LCS. It consists of three hierarchies of sensory processing, world model and task decomposition, respectively. Detailed description was made of spatial/temporal information integration and task decomposition, transformation performed by levels, and relationship between the more rapid and even timing at a lower level and the more slow and uneven timing at the higher level. This reference architecture was instantiated to autonomous robot systems [16] , [17] , multiple undersea vehicles [18] , cooperative robot systems [19] . Literature [20] , [21] proposed a three-level nested architecture, composed of planner, navigator and pilot, for autonomous robot systems, based on multiresolution planning and control. Besides, literature [22] - [25] studied reference models and architectures for computer integrated manufacturing systems. The mechanisms of multi-agent systems [26] - [29] are also found useful to the architecture problem of LCS.
Modeling and control of hybrid dynamic systems has become a focus in systems and control [30] , [31] . A basic idea is to approximate hybrid dynamics over both continuous variates and discrete events into single-mode dynamics. That is, either continuous processes are abstracted into discretized features and events in terms of a partitioning of the entire state space (called event discretization), or hybrid dynamics is treated as a set of continuous processes which slide from one partition into another within the entire state space (i.e., partition-wise continuous processes). For event discretized systems, supervisory control of discrete event systems [32] , [33] can be applied. For partition-wise continuous processes, the problem is converted as a functional optimization subject to partition-wise continuous differential/difference equations.
It is necessary to note that as a result of multiple gradation in time drivers, the hybrid dynamics in LCS is much more complex than what is currently studied under the topic of hybrid dynamic systems. In fact, hybrid dynamics in LCS is not only that over continuous variates and discrete events, but more generally that over a spectrum of time drivers.
Evolution and learning in themselves can be viewed as a kind of approach for system design. On the other hand, only by means of analytical synthesis or optimization, as conventionally for continuous-variate servo/regulation problems, it is almost impossible that an LCS could successfully be designed by only one time. A feasible approach is in the first place to design an architecture for a system and then to refine the system behaviors under the architecture in an evolutionary way through performance learning, as in human problem solving. To drive the performance evolution of a whole LCS, it is realized that the learning must be capable of measuring in a unified way the different performances of different hierarchical levels. Literature [34] proposed using entropy as a common measurement for the performance of every level in the three-level architecture. Performance evolution, particularly for the organization level, was formulated as a stochastic approximation process [35] - [38] . The whole system was viewed as a hierarchical stochastic automaton [39] , [40] .
It goes without saying that macrostructural modelization is paramount to the development of LCS. However, effective methodology has not been well established for it. This paper will explore the macrostructural modelization of LCS in terms of two steps, i.e., construction of a novel block diagram based model and then formalization of it.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II formulates the macrostructural modelization problem of LCS. Section III proposes and establishes a novel block diagram based model for LCS. Section IV proposes and establishes a grammar based model for LCS through applying formal language theory to the block diagram based model. Section V presents a case study to demonstrate the potential usability of the proposed and established models of LCS. Finally, Section VI draws conclusions for the whole paper.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION OF THE MACROSTRUCTURAL MODELIZATION OF LCS
A. Systems and System Development
A system, as a common sense, means an integration over a collection of components. A component can refer to either a physical entity or a logic set. The collection specifies a boundary of interest, which separates the system under consideration from its outside environment. This actually reflects a subjective scope or emphasis to deal with real-world systems.
While the definition of the boundary of the collection is subjective, perspectives of a system are objective. A system has multiple perspectives, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
• functions as viewed from its external appearance;
• geometry as viewed from its internal framework; • information flows/data relations, as viewed from its flesh in the internal framework; • behaviors (workflow, discrete-event dynamics and continuous-variate dynamics), as viewed from its internal acting; • operational infrastructure, as viewed from its subsistence. In terms of the perspective of information flowing, a system is a collection of subsystems, evolving slowly or fast, that are coupled tightly or loosely through information flows governed by some mechanisms.
In regard to the development of software systems, a system is usually embodied with an organization. A system actually represents a solution to the problem that the organization undertakes. While a human supported system means that a solution to the problem is realized by humans, namely human solution, a computer supported system means that a solution to the problem is realized by computer hardware/software. In reality, the operational infrastructure of a system is a mixture of computer hardware/software and humans.
A solution represented by a system is subject to the provision of the system. By the term provision of a system, it sweepingly refers to the operational infrastructure on which a system operates, the outside environment with which a system interacts, the methodology by which a system is developed, and teams of developers, tools and platforms. Once the provision of a system varies, there may appear a better solution and thus a better system for the problem undertaken by the organization. All solutions to a problem under the provision of a system form a solution space.
B. System Development
System development involves three aspects, i.e., system life cycle, teams of developers, and tools and platforms, as depicted in Fig. 2 .
System life cycle refers to the whole life of a system from its birth to the end of its use, i.e., the whole progression along different stages experienced by a system from the raise of requirement to the end of use, or even to the reuse after system retirement, as depicted in Fig. 3 .
System development is to carry out a transformation [41] , in answer to changed problem definition, starting from existing system and ending at target system. The transformation may imply an augmentation of the scope of computerization in the system and/or a rationalization of the computer supported system. Eventually, system development brings forth a target system, with operational infrastructure of either computer hardware/software or humans and most likely a mixture of both, as a better solution to the problem, as depicted in Fig. 4 .
C. Macrostructural Modelization Problem of LCS
Virtually, it is not true that all perspectives of an LCS lie at the same level. Rather, there is a rough hierarchy among perspectives of an LCS, as depicted in Fig. 5 . The transformation horizontally carried out by system development is vertically intersected by the multiple perspectives of the system.
In the transformation from existing system to target system, not all are varied, but there is some invariance. While operational infrastructure and the infrastructure dependent behaviors and information flows of the system are transformed from human and/or poor computer support to better computer support, others, like system geometry, and part of information flows and behaviors, are almost independent of operational infrastructures (whether human or computer supported) of and remain invariant over existing and target systems, as depicted in Fig. 5 . This invariance is where macrostructural modelization makes sense.
Among the multiple perspectives of an LCS, macrostructural modelization of LCS involves geometry perspective, and partially information flow and behavior perspectives. How are subsystems of an LCS integrated into a synergic whole? What are the mechanisms of information flowing in LCS? All these problems are in the scope of macrostructural modelization of LCS. By means of a proper macrostructural model, various subsystems of an LCS can hold synergic integration in the processes where the LCS autonomously and dynamically performs specified tasks in a hostile environment under spatial, temporal and physical constraints.
The invariance over the transformation from existing system to target system is extraordinarily significant to system development. Thus, macrostructural modelization of LCS is absolutely necessary and is also the only feasible and effective start from which development of LCS could proceed. For simple systems, straight coming to the design of minute algorithms, without any macrostructural modelization in the first place, can often work because the corresponding macrostructural modelization problems are simple, explicitly visible and immediately available. For instance, as to the servo/regulation of a single variate, system design can straight come to the design of servo/regulation algorithm, because the corresponding macrostructural modelization problem, i.e., making choice between open-loop (feedforward), closed-loop (feedback) via forward/backward channel controllers, and combined configuration, does not need much sophistication. However, for LCS, because of the complexity of system development, it is technically infeasible to straight proceed with minute algorithms at the very beginning of system development. Before any minute algorithms therein could proceed to be designed, there has to be a macrostructural modelization in the first place.
Thoughts implied by macrostructural modelization are well fitted with the general procedure by which humans solve complex problems, i.e., first grasping macro structure/logic of problem solving, and then being immersed in minute solving processes, which are governed by the macro structure/logic of problem solving. This recognizes the human/machine unification epistemology of LCS.
There are a variety of roles that macrostructural modelization can play in the development of LCS, typically as follows.
macro logic/characterization; -synergic integration; -reference model/blueprint; -framework; -working procedure; -specification; -protocol; -standardization; -visualization; -comprehensibility and so forth. In such a sense, macrostructural modelization already turns out to be great part of system development, particularly system analysis and system design.
D. Managing the Complexity of System Development
System development has much more than a system itself, because system development elaborates the growth of the system as well. In fact, complexity of system development can be attributed to two clustered dimensions, i.e., system geometry and system life cycle, as depicted in Fig. 6 .
Reduction is always an effective approach to managing complexity. Given the above two clustered dimensions of system development, there are accordingly two ways of complexity reduction for system development, i.e., reduction along system geometry and reduction along system life cycle. Since risk, complexity and cost of system development are influenced much more decisively by system geometry than by system life cycle, system geometry reduction should in all cases be taken as the first alternative, and then system life cycle reduction as the second. After a whole system is decomposed along its geometry, risk, complexity and cost of system development will be exponentially reduced. Therefore, a meta-approach to system development can be put forward as follows.
Step 1) Overall requirement elicitation and development planning. This is upon a whole system and should also include decomposability analysis of a whole system, which will provide a guarantee for the integration of subsystem developments. If a whole system is decomposable, go to Step 2. Otherwise a whole system has to be treated as a nondecomposable whole, and thus go to Step 4. . Range where system geometry reduction can be applied on the development process of a whole system (refer to Fig. 3 for legend).
Step 2) Determination of a range to which system geometry reduction is applied on the development process of a whole system, as depicted in Fig. 7 .
Step 3) Determination of a paradigm for system geometry reduction, i.e., incremental paradigm or parallel paradigm, according to the degree of decomposability of a whole system. This is actually to determine arraying relationships among subsystem developments, which have the following possibilities.
• One after another, i.e., conservative incremental paradigm for weak coupling among subsystems.
• Overlapping, i.e., aggressive incremental paradigm for weak coupling among subsystems. • Start aligned, i.e., parallel paradigm for loose coupling among subsystems. Step 4) System life cycle reduction. If a whole system is decomposable, system life cycle reduction is a further reduction after system geometry reduction. Otherwise, if a whole system is nondecomposable, it simply has to be viewed as a nondecomposable whole, and only the system life cycle reduction is applicable.
Step 5) Integration of subsystem developments. This is an important part of the realization and test stage of the whole system development. The overall development planning (including decomposability analysis) upon a whole system is assumed to provide a guarantee for the integration of subsystem developments. Macrostructural modelization of a whole system is useful and necessary for overall development planning (including decomposability analysis) and system geometry reduction upon a whole system, and for the communication, coordination, synchronization and integration among subsystem developments. subtask commands from a level to its adjacent lower level, such as servo, regulation, monitoring, direction, commanding, scheduling, coordination, influence, supervision, guidance, planning, organization, management, etc.
III. NOVEL BLOCK DIAGRAM BASED MODEL OF LCS
A. Basic Concepts
(1)
where denotes the number of elements in a set, i.e., the base of the set. For , and , is sweepingly called [ ], here [ ] "world data"; "subtask command"; "generalized data" while , respectively, where is the domain of discourse for symbol .
For instance, for , while , is a positive integer, and , then is called a world data (which is reasonable without saying); while , are positive integers and may be either 0 or 1 or 2… and , then for and , is also called a world data (which is readily comprehended to be reasonable).
Definition 4: Generalized control problem, knowledge, and search engine. For , the problem how to make world operate properly to perform required subtask commands is called generalized control problem. Specifically, a generalized control problem refers to the problem how to acquire spatially/temporally distributed world data sequence from , and then how to, based on this sequence, synthesize spatially/temporally distributed subtask command sequence to to perform required subtask commands. Knowledge is the strategy of solving generalized control problems, and search engine is the strategy of guiding the utilization of knowledge upon generalized data.
Definition 5: Upward and downward attributes. Upward attributes intelligence, granularity of representation of knowledge and generalized data, abstractness, macroscopic property, importance, spatial/temporal intervals at which generalized data appear, ranges spanned by subgoals, randomness of the spatial/temporal intervals at which generalized data appear, capability of solving generalized control problems, capability of symbol processing and logic reasoning, faculty of memory, capability of tackling uncertainty and fuzziness, interest in, control of and interaction with the environment … Downward attributes precision, resolution of representation of knowledge and generalized data, concreteness, minuteness, rate and density at which generalized data spatially/temporally appear, evenness of the spatial/temporal intervals at which generalized data appear, number of subprocesses, forgetting, capability of numeric computing, interest in, control of and interaction with the controlled plant.
Each level of LCS distinguishes itself from others in terms of the upward and downward attributes contained in the knowledge and generalized data involved at the level.
B. Perception Cube and Decision Spheroid
Definition 6: -and -processing.
spatial/temporal coordinate transformation, filtering, observation, estimation, learning, feature abstraction, pattern recognition, event detection, behavior discovering.
spatial/temporal coordinate transformation, explanation, translation, approximation, quantization, interpolation, smoothing, refinement, and numeric error compensation.
For , and , is sweepingly called [ ], here [ ] " -processing"; " -processing" while , , respectively.
For physical meanings, -processing characterizes the core of perception process at a level to acquire world data, and -processing the core of the posterior processing at a level to make the synthesized preliminary subtask commands comprehensible, interpretable, acceptable, executable by the adjacent lower level.
Two novel general-purpose information-processing modules are proposed and constructed, called perception cube and decision spheroid, denoted as " " and " ", respectively, as depicted in Fig. 8 . The specific information processing they perform is designed as follows.
Each perception cube consists of two parts, i.e., world data acquirer and world data memory. Further composed of a search engine and a knowledge base, world data acquirer realizes -processing of spatially/temporally distributed world data from a world. World data memory dynamically stores the acquired world data by a proper memorizing length and a forgetting factor. As viewed from its input and output, what a perception cube does is fuse low-level world data into high-level ones, with related high-level subtask commands taking part in the search engine for information fusion and memory organization of acquired world data. Each decision spheroid also consists of two parts, i.e., subtask command synthesizer and posterior processing. The former further consists of a search engine and a knowledge base, and the latter realizes -processing of the synthesized preliminary subtask commands. As viewed from its input and output, what a decision spheroid does is synthesize out low-level subtask commands based on the available high-level world data and under the high-level subtask commands.
Protocol between adjacent levels is realized jointly by the world data acquirer of the related perception cube and the posterior processing of the related decision spheroid.
C. Distributed and Nested Structuring of Perception-Decision Links
An LCS is the system on the vertical sections of which are nested levels and on the horizontal sections of which are the interconnections between bottom-up world data fusion process and top-down subtask command synthesis process. Perception-decision links constitute loops and these loops, with each of them as a whole, are distributed over spatial horizons and again nested level by level, as partially depicted in Fig. 9 .
Therefore, through a distributed and nested structuring of the loops composed of perception cubes and decision spheroids, i.e., perception-decision links, an LCS can be represented as a novel block diagram, as depicted in Fig. 10 .
As depicted by the block diagram based model, in an LCS, mainly involved are bottom-up spatial/temporal fusion [42] of world data, as jointly performed by all the perception cubes, and top-down spatial/temporal synthesis of subtask commands, as jointly performed by all the decision spheroids, more exactly, the interconnections between the two oppositely growing processes.
Literature [43] presented a unified framework based analysis on typical examples of LCS, i.e., human brain-body systems, autonomous robot systems, autonomous fed-batch reactor systems, human-car driving systems, autonomous urban traffic systems, and autonomous production (manufacturing/industrial process) systems. Considerably different from that in the design of numeric computational algorithms, what play a predominant role in the macrostructural modelization of LCS are a variety of heuristics, intuitions, experiences, etc. As a matter of fact, it is hard to demonstrate and evaluate a macrostructural modelization problem of LCS by a simple and immediate effort such as numerical computation, simulation or experiment, though the problem may be demonstrated and evaluated by long-term operations of LCS. Nevertheless, the unified framework based analysis [43] on typical examples of LCS visually illustrates the suitability and instantiatability of the proposed and established block diagram based model.
IV. GRAMMAR BASED MODEL OF LCS
The below will investigate the formalization [44] , [45] of the above proposed and established block diagram based model through applying formal language theory. 
A. Representation of Perception Cube and Decision Spheroid
3) Generalized data are sorted through a sorting process into a series of disjoint and ordered sets according to upward and downward attributes, which satisfies the following properties. Property 1: Equal content but smaller base.
has the same content as, but smaller base than , because the former is ordered but the latter not. That is but (4) 
and descending along downward attributes , i.e.,
where and are nonnegative weighting coefficients satisfying , , and as convention, and . For any perception cube , whether simple or complex, what it does is fuse spatially/temporally its input, a series of low-level world data , into its output, a series of high-level world data , where and are spatial and temporal indices, respectively, and . This is depicted in Fig. 11(b) . Generally speaking, , , and the equal signs do not hold simultaneously for and , meaning that fusion would always be done more or less. Moreover, in principle, there always exists a set of production rules, called fusion production, that can represent the fusion process.
Similarly, for any decision spheroid , whether simple or complex, what it does is synthesize out spatially/temporally its output, a series of low-level subtask commands , based on a series of available high-level world data , and under its input, a series of high-level subtask commands , where and are also spatial and temporal indices as and , respectively, and . This is depicted in Fig. 11(a) . Moreover, in principle, there always exists a set of production rules, called synthesis production, that can represent the synthesis process.
Definition 8: Series-symbol and set of series-symbols . Notation denotes viewing a series of generalized data as a symbol, e.g., is a series-symbol. Notation denotes a set of series-symbols of finite length. Given a set , then expresses the production whose search engine is intervened (i.e., taken part in) by under the condition that . Likewise, expresses the production whose search engine is intervened (i.e., taken part in) by under the condition that . Definition 11: Set of fusion production . It is assumed that have pieces of fusion production, and thus there are fusion conditional formulas as follows: (7) where , , .
The set of fusion production can be expressed as (8) , shown at the bottom of the page. In this definition, as convention, express the raw data directly from plant and environment sensors.
Definition 12: Set of synthesis production . The set of synthesis production can be expressed as (9) , shown at the bottom of the page. In this definition, as convention, express the total task commands specified.
Definition 13: The th step fusion grammar . The th step fusion grammar is a quaternion , where 1)
: finite set of nonterminals (10) 2) : finite set of terminals (11) and , so that . Obviously, .
3)
: finite set of production of form (12) It can be seen that satisfies , , where the superscript additive sign expresses the set of all strings of nonzero finite length.
4)
: start symbol, . Obviously, is a context-free grammar. The language it generates , called the th step fusion language, where the asterisk expresses the set of all strings of finite length.
In this definition, as convention,
Definition 14: The th step synthesis grammar . The th step synthesis grammar is a quaternion, , where 1)
: finite set of nonterminals (14) for true and the equal signs do not hold simultaneously for and (8)
2)
: finite set of terminals (15) and , so that . Obviously, .
3)
: finite set of production of form (16) It can be seen that satisfies , .
4)
: start symbol, . Obviously, is a context-free grammar. The language it generates , called the th step synthesis language.
In this definition, as convention (17)
B. Constructive Definition and Representation of a Level of LCS Process 1:
Stratified constructive linkup between a stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and a stream of top-down growing synthesis grammars.
Step 1) , .
Step 2) If a th fusion grammar can be (re)constructed so that it satisfies 1) Progression so that and (18) and 2) Full Adjacency (or Empty Nonadjacency), as depicted in Fig. 12 (b) 
then , and go to Step 4. Otherwise, forward and turn to Step 2.
Step 4) If an th step synthesis grammar can be (re)constructed so that it satisfies 1) Full Adjacency (or Empty Nonadjacency), as depicted in Fig. 12 (a) (22) and 2) linkup, as depicted in the middle of Fig. 13 ( 23) then (24) mark a backtracking point related to
, and go to Step 6. Otherwise, go to Step 5.
Step 5) If
, then erase all backtracking points related to , and turn to Step 1. Otherwise, backward and turn to Step 4.
Step 6) If
, then forward and turn to Step 4. Otherwise, succeed and stop. Up to here, a stratified linkup is constructively achieved successfully between a stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and a stream of top-down growing synthesis grammars. Accordingly, the stratified constructive linkup process stops. The whole process is further depicted in Fig. 14. From the above process, a whole LCS is partitioned into levels, and each level consists of perception cube and decision spheroid . Levels of an LCS are fitted to a spectrum in terms of upward and downward attributes. The stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and the stream of topdown growing synthesis grammars between which a stratified constructive linkup is achieved, generate stratified kindred series-symbols of finite length, as depicted in Fig. 13 . This can be formally stated by the following property.
Property 4: Stratified kindred series-symbols of finite length.
(25) (26) This property is directly derived from Process 1 and is heuristically reasonable. This property shows that a level of LCS is constructively defined through a stratified constructive linkup between a stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and a stream of top-down growing synthesis grammars.
Observation 1: Level grammar and its language . It is readily possible to construct a context-free grammar where (27) and there is (28) where . is called the th level grammar and the th level language. This observation follows directly from the known property that the union of a finite number of context-free grammars is also a context-free one. A level of LCS is represented as a context-free grammar, for the first time, through a compounding of a proper fusion grammar and a proper synthesis grammar, respectively out of the stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and the stream of top-down growing synthesis grammars between which a stratified constructive linkup is achieved.
This observation shows that the operation of the th level of LCS is that given the world data presented from the th level and the subtask commands issued from the th level, the th level grammar generates spatially/temporally distributed higher-level world data and lower-level subtask commands . This is depicted in Fig. 15 . The th level language describes the series-symbols of finite length that are composed of spatially/temporally distributed world data and subtask commands, fused out and synthesized out by the th level, respectively.
C. Representation of a Whole LCS
Observation 2: Whole-system grammar and its language . It is readily possible to construct a context-free grammar , where (29) and there is (30) is called whole-system grammar and whole-system language. A whole LCS is represented as a context-free grammar through a compounding of all level grammars.
This observation shows that the operation of a whole LCS is that starting from the data directly from plant and environment sensors and the specified total task commands , whole-system grammar generates various levels of spatially/temporally distributed world data and various levels of spatially/temporally distributed subtask commands. Whole-system language describes the series-symbols of finite length that are composed of spatially/temporally distributed world data and subtask commands, fused out and synthesized out, respectively, by the stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and the stream of top-down growing synthesis grammars between which a stratified constructive linkup is achieved.
V. CASE STUDY
A case study on the incremental development of the computer integrated manufacturing system (CIMS) for a power-station boiler works (PBW) is presented in the below to demonstrate the potential usability of the proposed and established models of LCS. Enterprise systems are nowadays becoming increasingly complex and as a result, the information processing required in enterprises has become much more complicated and difficult to handle than ever [46] - [48] . A CIMS is an enterprise-wide computer information management system, as depicted in Fig. 16 .
An overall development planning was carried out for PBW-CIMS after requirement investigation, concluding that incremental paradigm be applied to the development of PBW-CIMS, as sketched in Fig. 17 . Development phases are identified as follows.
Phase 1) Build information infrastructure of PBW-CIMS to lay a foundation for enterprise-wide information integration. Specific tasks include the following.
• Set up and consummated standard and norm for data and information architecture for data and information all over the enterprise.
• To build an enterprise-wide computer network system, and to set up an intranet.
• To plan the structure of enterprise-wide databases, and to configure and implement a database management system. • To set up bill of material (BOM) tables of typical power-station boiler products. Phase 2) Seize pressing-to-solve problems, rationalize enterprise-wide information flows, and expedite information processing within the enterprise.
Aimed at three bottleneck problems, i.e., cost control, material management and price quotation, the emphasis is placed upon financial subsystem, material supply subsystem and operation management subsystem of PBW-CIMS. Specifically
• reinforce costing mechanisms;
• raise instruments for material supply management.
In accordance with the functional requirements of PBW-CIMS upon material supply subsystem, through the acquisition and deployment of MRP-II (manufacturing resource planning) software system, set up computer information management system of material supply, to effectively lower the inventory of raw materials and the occupation of funds, and control the product cost; • through the establishment of a product price quotation subsystem in operation management subsystem, expedite the process and increase the accuracy of product price quotation. Phase 3) Based on the customization development of MRP-II software system, complete the information integration among financial subsystem, material supply subsystem and operation management subsystem. At the same time, set up basic variants of quality management subsystem, production management subsystem, technical design subsystem, and decision support subsystem. In determining the precedence among the start and finish times of subsystem developments of PBW-CIMS, the following points should be taken into consideration.
1) Overall development planning of PBW-CIMS must lead first and all other development activities of PBW-CIMS must be posterior to its completion. 2) After overall development planning of PBW-CIMS is completed, it is recommended that standard and norm for data and information, networking engineering and database systems be immediately developed so as to quickly establish an infrastructural operating environment for PBW-CIMS. 3) It is recommended that financial subsystem, material supply subsystem and operation management subsystem be developed in Phase 2, and that the three subsystems be simultaneously developed to expedite the overall schedule of system development. 4) Quality management subsystem, production management subsystem, technical design subsystem and decision support subsystem can be developed in Phase 3. Likewise, it is recommended that the four subsystems be simultaneously developed to expedite the overall schedule of system development. 5) Later consummation project (e.g., workshop automation etc.) should be developed in the last. 6) Intervals between different development phases are made up by the enterprise according to practical necessity and circumstance. Benefits of incremental paradigm are seen as follows.
1) CIMS is a very large and complex system, needing huge investments. Incremental paradigm effectively reduces risk, complexity and funds, and rationalizes both the schedule and the installment of investments. 2) Phase 1 of development is infrastructure building.
Although completion of this phase does not seem to return immediate economic profits, information infrastructure must be built before all other subsystems could start, because information infrastructure is basis and common to all subsystems of the CIMS, and is of long-run influence and significance upon the CIMS and broadly upon the enterprise. In fact, the investment in Phase 1 is only once, and can eliminate potentially repeated investment later on with the project. 3) Phases 2 and 3 are arranged according to the pressing situation in which the enterprise is confronted with bottleneck problems. Completion of these phases will immediately solve the bottleneck problems of the enterprise and return radical profits in terms of organizational efficiency, productivity, cut cost, rationalized material and financial management, shortened time to market, freed potentials, and enhanced competitiveness. Macrostructural modelization of the whole CIMS is useful and necessary for overall development planning (including decomposability analysis) and system geometry reduction upon the whole system, and for the communication, coordination, synchronization and integration among subsystem developments.
VI. CONCLUSION
By the invariance over the transformation from existing system to target system, macrostructural modelization is paramount to the development of LCS. This paper has explored the macrostructural modelization of LCS in terms of block diagram based model and grammar based model. Perception cube and decision spheroid are generic and characterize two kinds of basic information processing universal in LCS. A perception cube and a decision spheroid constitute a closed loop. Such a loop, i.e., perception-decision link, has a good characterization of the elementary autonomy universal in LCS and is able to serve as an element to modelize LCS. A number of such loops are inherently distributed. A group of distributed loops (of relatively larger number) are nested into another group (of relatively smaller number). Such a distributed and nested structuring of the loops composed of perception cubes and decision spheroids, i.e., perception-decision links, visualizes the macrostructural patterns of LCS.
It is fairly straightforward to represent perception cube and decision spheroid as context-free grammars. For the first time, a level of LCS is constructively defined through a stratified constructive linkup between a stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and a stream of top-down growing synthesis grammars. Accordingly a level of LCS is represented as a context-free grammar, through a compounding of a proper fusion grammar and a proper synthesis grammar, respectively out of the stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and the stream of top-down growing synthesis grammars between which a stratified constructive linkup is achieved. This stratified constructive linkup process deeply visualizes the macrostructural patterns of LCS. Representing a whole LCS as a context-free grammar is through a compounding of all level grammars.
The two proposed and established models constitute a consortium of models for LCS. Between the two forms of models is not simple transformation from one form into another. The proposed and established block diagram based model is simple and readily comprehensible, and has uniformly unidirectional information flows throughout and extensive similarities over distributing and nesting. It is the block diagram based model that exclusively lays a feasibility for a formalization to be built on it. Actually the block diagram based model provides a basis of visualization so that grammar based model could be built up through applying formal language theory.
The proposed and established models are condensed, abstract, visualized, and conveyable. They clearly characterize the particular patterns by which generalized data in an LCS are acquired, represented, fed, interacted, processed, utilized, etc., and thoroughly characterize the macrostructural patterns by which various subsystems of an LCS hold synergic integration in the processes where the LCS autonomously and dynamically performs specified tasks in a hostile environment under spatial, temporal and physical constraints.
It is hard to demonstrate and evaluate a macrostructural modelization problem of LCS by a simple and immediate effort such as numerical computation, simulation or experiment, though the problem may be demonstrated and evaluated by long-term operations of LCS. Nevertheless, besides the unified framework based analysis [43] on typical examples of LCS to visually illustrate the suitability and instantiatability of the proposed and established block diagram based model, here a case study on the incremental development of the CIMS for a power-station boiler works is presented to demonstrate the potential usability of the proposed and established models of LCS. Macrostructural modelization of the whole CIMS is useful and necessary for overall development planning (including decomposability analysis) and system geometry reduction upon the whole system, and for the communication, coordination, synchronization and integration among subsystem developments.
The specific contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
1) The macrostructural modelization problem of LCS has been formulated, highlighting the invariance over the transformation from existing system to target system. This invariance is extraordinarily significant to the development of LCS. 2) Two novel general-purpose information-processing modules, called perception cube and decision spheroid, have been proposed and constructed. 3) A novel block diagram based model has been proposed and established for LCS. 4) For the first time, a level of LCS has been constructively defined through a stratified constructive linkup between a stream of bottom-up growing fusion grammars and a stream of top-down growing synthesis grammars, and accordingly been represented as a context-free grammar. 5) A whole LCS has been represented as a context-free grammar. 6) Comprehensively, a general paradigm has been established and practiced for the investigation into the macrostructural modelization problem of LCS. It is, first building basic elements of characterization, and then structuring these elements toward a whole LCS, furthermore, applying formal language theory to the block diagram based model.
